If you believe that energy is at the heart of all that is. If you want to know more about how to use it to manifest different forms of transformation in your life, saying “YES” to Mystery School opens doorways (inward and outward) that you can only imagine walking through prior to this experience.

Gigi Dunn, MD, Fellow and Mystery School Graduate

BRIDGING INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE AND THE INTEGRATIVE SELF

Body - Mind - Spirit

Within the BODY lives an innate wisdom often overridden by our thoughts and emotions. This wisdom rests, waiting for attention, in the vibrational bandwidths of our energy field. Once experienced as a felt sense in the body, wisdom springs to life as a recognition that the vibration of our emotions, thoughts, our states of consciousness, gives rise to our perceptions and thus our experience of life.

Within the MIND exists a stillness that when cultivated introduces the egoic notion of self to the True Nature of Self. This introduction changes our view of reality and our ability to touch the present moment impeccably — without aversion or cling. When the mind quietens, unity awareness emerges without striving.

Within the SPIRIT — the divine Spark of Consciousness uniquely expressing itself through you as You — beats a heart of intelligence uniting inner-knowing and the Infinite, unbound by time and space, out-living matter, in tune with the Heart of Creation itself, breathing everything into existence.

An Invitation to
NINE GATES MYSTERY SCHOOL

In 2014 a vision fused a relationship between Nine Gates and AwCIM - a vision that medicine and spiritual awakening share an undeniable bond, and when woven together provide a web of energy capable of changing the way we heal, experience life… and approach death. Fellows have attended Mystery School for six years now, proving our vision is grounded, walking out into the world, and worthy of continuance. So this Invitation arrives.

The Tuition Assistance and Grant Program means that Fellows can apply for needed tuition assistance in amounts up to and including a full Grant in the amount of $3,950. The number of Fellows admitted to each school is dependent upon available designated funding. Room and board are not included. You are invited, even encouraged, to become part of this vision in action. Apply now.

Application Process:

• You must be a graduate of AwCIM to qualify
• Request a tuition assistance application at mysteryschool@ninegates.org
• Complete and return as instructed on application form
• Applications will be evaluated and candidates notified within two weeks after receipt

School Dates:

Fall School 2020:
October 23 - November 1, 2020
April 2 - 11, 2021

Spring School 2021:
May 21 - 30, 2021
October 1 - 10, 2021

For more detail about the Mystery School www.ninegates.org

Program Registrar: mysteryschool@ninegates.org
or 1-800-570-3782 x 1966